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 Falls can cause severe injuries, if an elderly person has a "long-life." In the presented 

research work, we have applied the widely known benchmark dataset "L2ei" and the 

customized "Geriatric-2000" dataset, which contains more than 6,000 elderly fall video 

sequences. The 25 human skeleton features are extracted using the customized 3D Open 

Pose methodology. The proposed research work presents a customized 3D Context-based 

LSTM-CNN enabled CareVision framework for fall position classification for elderlies. 

Furthermore, the proposed research work is compared with other customized AI-enabled 

computer vision approaches such as Fine KNN, Medium KNN, Decision Tree, long short-

term memory network (LSTM), Bi-LSTM and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The 

proposed 3D CareVision Framework has achieved an accuracy of 98.23 percent and a ROC 

value of 0.96. The indicated results demonstrate the efficiency and reliability of the 

proposed 3D CareVision Framework for elderly fall position classifications. The proposed 

3D CareVision Framework will assist elderly personnels in case of emergencies and notify 

house members by sending emergency fall alerts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 

 

A recent report on aging and health predicts that by 2050, 

there will be twice as many senior citizens over 60 

outnumbering other age groups [1, 2]. As a result, concerns 

about the health and safety of the elderly are mounting. Falling 

is one of the factors that contributes to fatalities and serious 

injuries in the elderly. An immediate approach to elderly 

patients may help keep them out of danger or perhaps save 

their lives. Therefore, it’s essential to offer senior citizens 

medical aid following a fall in order to protect their health. 

Whether it comes to geriatric care or people with medical 

disorders that make them prone to falling, fall detection 

technology is used to automatically detect whether a person 

has fallen [3]. The primary objective of fall detection systems 

is to offer early help to the individual, such as alerting family 

members, caretakers, or emergency services, in order to ensure 

prompt medical attention and avoid any potential harmful fall-

related effects [4, 5]. 

Figure 1 represents classification of fall detection 

approaches. As shown in Figure 1, data from human actions is 

used in approaches to sensor-based statistical falls, either in 

the form of inertial sensors or other sorts of sensors. The term 

"vision-based fall detection" refers to a technique for detecting 

and classifying fall positions that watches people’s 

movements with cameras or other visual sensors. In the 

presented research work, we have aimed at elderly fall 

detection and forecasting using a customized 3D CareVision 

Framework. Falls can have serious effects and necessitate 

rapid medical attention. Vision-based fall detection systems 

may automatically recognize and respond to probable falls by 

utilizing computer vision algorithms, machine learning, and 

image processing techniques [6]. Anitha and fellow 

researchers have proposed a visual fall recognition system 

using an LSTM based fall detection approach using human 

skeleton key points. However, they did not propose a complete 

3D elderly care vision framework for fall detection and 

forecasting [7]. Amsaprabhaa and fellow researchers have 

implemented a fused vision based fall detection approach 

using spatiotemporal data and skeletal gait features. However, 

they did not propose 3D vision-based fall detection, fall 

forecasting, and fall alert approaches. Furthermore, they did 

not discuss any ideas related to aging care, fall alert systems 

[8]. Wang and his team have discussed ideas related to human 

motion recognition using a triboelectric nanogenerator. 

However, they did not discuss any ideas related to vision-

based elderly fall detection [9]. Quan and fellow researchers 

have proposed vision based tactile sensing for large data sets. 

However, they did not discuss or propose any frameworks for 

fall detection and forecasting [10]. Lian and his team have 

proposed a video surveillance based approach for fall 

detection. However, they did not discuss any ideas related to 

3D vision-based fall detection methodologies [11]. Zhang and 

fellow researchers [12] have discussed image-processing 

based fall detection in bus compartments. However, they did 

not discuss anything related to elderly care, elderly fall 
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detection, and fall alerts. Pian and his research team have 

proposed a multimodal approach for fall detection. The 

approach was focused on achieving data privacy and security 

for the fall detection data. However, they did not discuss any 

ideas related to elderly falls, fall alerts, fall detection, or 

forecasting [13]. Wang and fellow researchers have 

implemented CNN-based fall detection using radar signals. 

However, they did not discuss anything related to elderly fall 

detection, or aging care [14]. Li and his team have discussed a 

frame-prediction based fall detection approach using pre-

captured surveillance video samples. However, they did not 

discuss any ideas related to 3D-vision based fall detection for 

elderlies [15]. De and fellow researchers have proposed an 

indoor body activity based classification approach for fall 

detection [16]. However, they did not discuss any ideas related 

to elderly care, and elderly fall alerts. Mobsite and her team 

[17] have proposed posture based fall detection system for 

monitoring human activities. However, they did not discuss 

any ideas related to vision based fall detection and forecasting, 

and elderly care. Wang and fellow researchers have performed 

a detailed comparative analysis of various AI methodologies 

for fall detection of human movements. However, the 

researchers [18] did not discuss any ideas related to vision 

based fall detection, IoT enabled fall detection and forecasting, 

or monitoring elderly people for emergency situations. Sofia 

and her fellow researchers have proposed an SVM-enabled fall 

detection methodology for wheelchair based fall detection. 

However, they did not discuss any ideas related to elderly care, 

vision-based fall detection and forecasting [19]. Wu and 

fellow researchers [20] have proposed a floor vibration based 

wireless fall detection methodology. However, they did not 

discuss any ideas related to vision based fall detection and 

forecasting, and elderly care. Li and his research team have 

discussed a time-series data based fall detection approach 

using key points. The approach was focused on achieving data 

privacy and security of the fall detection data. However, they 

did not discuss any ideas related to elderly falls, fall alerts, fall 

detection [21]. Yousuf and his fellow researchers [22] have 

proposed a ubiquitous sensor-based architecture for fall 

detection. However, they did not discuss any ideas related to 

elderly care, vision based fall detection. Rezaei and fellow 

researchers [23] have proposed a human fall detection 

approach using radar sensors. However, the researchers did 

not discuss any ideas related to vision based fall detection and 

forecasting. Mojidra and fellow team members [24] have 

proposed an AI-based vision approach for crack detection and 

forecasting. However, they did not discuss any ideas related to 

vision-based fall detection and forecasting, and elderly care.

 

 
 

Figure 1. A representation of various ambient-based, wearable-based and vision-based fall detection methodologies 

 

In this study, we have proposed a novel 3D Carevision 

Framework for analyzing and evaluating elderly fall detection 

movements in various directions and notifying family 

members in emergency situations. In conducted experiments, 

we have discussed a customized iterative conformal geometric 

algebra methodology, a customized 3D Open Pose-based 

human skeleton detection, and an AI-enabled CareVision 

Posture Classification Framework for fall detection and 

forecasting. In recent times, fellow researchers have carried 

out scatter attempts and proposed vision-based fall detection 

methodologies [25-34]. However, a complete 3D CareVision 

framework for fall detection, fall alerts, and forecasting for 

elderlies has remained an open research problem for fellow 

researchers. 

1.1 Objectives and contributions 

 

The primary objectives and major contributions of the 

proposed 3D CareVision Framework are the following: 

● The elderly video dataset creation termed "Geriatric-

2000", along with the benchmark Le2i fall video sequences 

dataset. In the presented research work, we have applied the 

widely known benchmark dataset "L2ei" and the customized 

"Geriatric-2000" dataset, which contains more than 6,000 

elderly fall video sequences. The 25 human skeleton features 

are extracted using the customized 3D Open Pose 

methodology. 

● Analysis and Detection of twenty-five human 

skeleton points using the customized 3D Open Pose 
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Methodology have been discussed as described in section 2. 

● Design and Development of a Customized 3D Open

Pose CareVision Fall Estimation and Detection Framework 

for Fall Detection of Elderlies. 

● Design and Development of a Customized LSTM-

CNN Enabled Context-based 3D CareVision Framework for 

Fall position classifications. 

● The proposed 3D CareVision Framework will assist

elderly personnels in case of emergencies and notify house 

members by sending emergency fall alerts. 

2. 3D HUMAN SKELETON POINTS MODEL AND

DESCRIPTION OF LIMB PARTS

A human body skeleton model is a representation of the 

skeletal system, which serves as the body’s framework and 

allows for movement, support, and safety. Bones, cartilage, 

ligaments, and tendons make up the skeleton [7]. The axial 

skeleton and the appendicular skeleton are two of its main 

components. A basic description of these pieces and their 

components is provided below: 

2.1 Upper limbs 

The shoulder joins the upper arm (humerus) to the body via 

a ball-and-socket joint. It permits a large range of motion. 

2.1.1 Arm 

The arm is located between the forearm, wrist, shoulder, and 

elbow. 

2.1.2 Forearm 

The radius and ulna are the two bones that make up the 

forearm. 

2.1.3 Wrist 

Carpals, a group of several tiny bones, make form the wrist. 

It gives the hand flexibility. 

2.1.4 Hand 

The palm, fingers, and thumb make up the hand. Except for 

the thumb, which has two phalanges, each finger has three 

phalanges. The hand is necessary for manipulating and 

gripping objects. 

2.2 Lower limbs 

2.2.1 Hip 

The hip joint joins the femur, or thigh bone, to the pelvic. A 

ball-and-socket joint, it bears the weight of the body and 

permits mobility. 

2.2.2 Thigh 

Femur bone makes up the thigh, which is the upper leg. 

Strong movements like walking and running are caused by it. 

2.2.3 Knee 

The complicated hinge joint in the knee allows the leg to be 

bent and straightened. Ligaments and tendons support it. 

2.2.4 Leg 

The leg is made up of the lower leg’s tibia and fibula bones. 

These bones aid in movement and offer structural support. 

2.2.5 Ankle 

The joint at the ankle joins the leg to the foot. The foot can 

move up and down thanks to it. 

2.2.6 Foot 

The toes, arch, and heel all make up the foot. With the 

exception of the big toe, which has just two, each toe contains 

three phalanges. During motions like walking and sprinting, 

the foot offers stability, balance, and propulsion. In terms of 

mobility, support, manipulation, and interaction with the 

environment, each component of a limb performs a specific 

role. Figure 2 depicts 2D skeleton model, 3D human skeleton 

model, and the corresponding 3D human skeleton model. 

Figure 2. Representation of 2D and 3D human skeleton 

points model 

3. ELDERLY CAREVISION 3D OPENPOSE FALL

ESTIMATION AND DETECTION METHODOLOGY

Multi-person skeleton information can be detected in real-

time by the 3D OpenPose human key node recognition system. 

It employs the feature vector affinity parameter to determine 

the hot spot map of human key nodes after using the top-down 

human body attitude estimate technique to identify the 

locations of key points on the human body. OpenPose is 

capable of realizing posture estimate as well as human 

movement, facial expression, and finger movement. It has 

outstanding robustness and is appropriate for both one person 

and several people. The crucial point coordinates are extracted 

and normalized after the posture estimation method tracks and 

outputs the key point coordinates of the human 3D skeleton 

[25, 26]. H={h0, h1, · · · , h13} denotes the joint position set for 

ease of representation. The Joint Coordinates ( hc ) are defined 

as: Establish the node j’s position at time t as hc(t)=(xtn, ytn), n

∈{0, 1, · · · , 13}. In conducted experiments, the surveillance 

camera enables 3D OpenPose CareVision Estimation 

methodology to gather data on twenty-five human key nodes. 

Figure 3 represents a processing of an elderly frame using the 

3D human skeleton model. 

Figure 3. Elderly video frame processing using 3D Human 

skeleton model 
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Figure 4. Video sequences of elderly falling process using 

3D CareVision estimation and fall detection methodology 

 

The center of gravity of the human body will shift vertically 

during a quick fall, as depicted in Figure 4. The center of the 

hip joint can mirror this feature and serve as a representation 

of the body’s center of gravity. The longitudinal coordinates 

of the hip joint center point of each frame of the image are 

determined by processing the joint point data from the Open 

Pose. It is identified once every five adjacent frames with a 

time interval of 0.25 seconds because the transition from 

standing posture to falling posture takes place in a very brief 

amount of time. 

Hips coordinates can be defined as: h𝑐10(n)=(pn10, qn10) and 

x10(t)=(xn10, yn10). The center of the hip coordinates at the time 

n1 is 𝑞𝑛1 =
𝑞𝑛110+𝑞𝑛110

2
 and the y-coordinate at time n2 is 

𝑞𝑛2 =
𝑞𝑛210+𝑞𝑛210

2
. The hip center descent velocity can be 

defined as: 

 

𝛥𝑛= 𝑛2 − 𝑛1 (1) 

 

dv= 
|𝑞𝑛2−𝑞𝑛1|

𝛥𝑛
 (2) 

where, the value of z is greater than or equal to the descent 

velocity 𝑑𝑣̅̅̅̅ , the elderly fall is detected. According to the 

conducted experiments, we have set 0.0085 p/q as the fall 

threshold of the falling velocity of the detected center of the 

hip joint of an individual, where z≥𝑧 𝑋1=1. 

 

𝑋1 = {
0;  𝑧 < 𝑑𝑣̅̅̅̅

1;  𝑧 ≥ 𝑑𝑣̅̅̅̅
 (3) 

 

The human body’s tendency to tilt is the most noticeable 

aspect of falling, and this tendency will continue to increase. 

In this study, a human centerline HC is created in order to 

express the characteristics of the body’s constant tilt during the 

process of human fall (Let l be the link between midpoint mp 

and joint mp0, and let mp12 be the midway of joint mp12 and 

joint point mp25). Where angle between the ground and the 

human centerline is defined as θ. 

The proposed customized 3D Open pose methodology 

detects the joint points 0, 1, 2, ... 25 are mp0(t)=(pn0, qn0), 

mp10(t)=(pn10, qn10) and mp13(n)=(pq13, qn13) respectively. 

Therefore, 𝑚𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ =
𝑚𝑝10+𝑚𝑝13

2
, 𝑚𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ (n)=( 𝑝𝑛 , 𝑞𝑛 ). The angle 

between the ground and the human centerline at time n can be 

defined as, 

 

𝜃𝑛=arctan|
𝑞𝑛0−𝑞𝑛̅̅ ̅̅

𝑝𝑛0−𝑝𝑛̅̅̅̅̅
| (4) 

 

𝑋2={
0;  𝜃 ≥ 𝜃0

1;  𝜃 < 𝜃0
 (5) 

 

when θ<θ0 (θ0=45◦) M2=1, can be considered as the occurrence 

of an elderly fall event. The body tilt, which becomes more 

pronounced when one is falling, is the most noticeable aspect 

of a human body. The center line HC of the human body is 

established in this study to reflect the characteristics of the 

body’s continuous tilt during the process of human fall (let the 

link between the midpoint of joint mp and joint mp0 be g, and 

let the midpoint of joint mp12 and joint point mp13 be h). The 

outer rectangle of the human body has a width to height ratio 

of HP=Width/Height. The outer rectangle of the target will 

change as the human body hits it; the change in the length-to-

height ratio is an important parameter in this situation. 

 

𝑋3={
1; 𝐻𝑃 ≥ 𝑁
0, 𝐻𝑃 < 𝑁

 (6) 

 

where, the threshold value is N. The width-to-height ratio HP 

of an elderly body when walking properly is less than 1, 

whereas it is more than 1 when falling occurs, according to the 

elderly fall occurrence event. The occurrence of the elderly fall 

event is satisfied when, 

 

HP≥N, 𝑋3=1 (7) 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Elderly standing process after fall using 3D  

 

CareVision Estimation and Fall Detection methodology 

No fall alert will be generated if an elderly person can stand 

up on their own after falling. The majority of fall detection 

relies on the examination of the fall process, without 

considering the fact that most people rise up on their own 

shortly after the occurrence of a fall event. As depicted in 

Figure 5, getting up after falling might be seen as the opposite 

of falling. The slowness of the entire procedure compared to a 

fall is the only distinction. Algo. 1 describes the step-wise 3D 

Open Pose CareVision Fall Estimation and Detection 

Methodology. 

 

Algorithm 1 The proposed 3D Open Pose CareVision 

Fall Estimation and Detection Methodology 

Input: The continuous elderly video frames EI in the 

video. In total, 6000 elderly fall video sequences and 25 

human skeleton points were considered. 

Output: The result of elderly fall detection EIAF, if a fall 

is abnormal, or EINF, if a fall is normal. 

Function ElderlyFallDetection (VideoSequences [EIRGB, 

EIDepth]) 

Step 1. Capture the current elderly video sequence EIn 

Step 2. Extract the human body features, RGB and depth 

images EI Depth∈Hc×t×3, EI Depth∈Hc×h, Extract feature: 

Hc:=VideoSequences (EIRGB, EIDepth). The feature 

extraction was carried out using the customized 3D 

Openpose Carevision Framework. 

Step 3. Detect twenty-five human joints using 3D Open-

pose Estimation, detect joint human body coordinates: 

Hc:=ρt(Hc). 

Step 4. Construct a 3D Human Body Set (Hc) from the 
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processed elderly fall video sequences. 

Step 5. The elderly fall detection EIAF, if a fall is 

abnormal, else EINF, if a fall is normal. 

 

 

4. CONTEXT BASED CAREVISION FALL 

DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION FOR 

ELDERLIES 

 

By analyzing RGB images or depth images that are obtained 

using a single camera system, multi-camera system, or depth 

camera systems, vision-based fall detection systems are made 

possible. Despite extensive research utilizing both RGB and 

depth systems [25-34], the majority of these systems are 

unable to distinguish between falls and fall-like actions while 

standing, sitting, bending, lying down, etc. Systems for 

detecting falls are anticipated to be quick. A slight delay or 

error in judgment could have serious repercussions. 

 

4.1 Data collection 

 

In conducted experiments, we have used widely known 

L2ei dataset which contains more than 6,000 fall video 

sequences, and the customized elderly dataset termed as 

“Getriatric-2000”, which contains more than 2,000 elderly fall 

video sequences. 

https://github.com/YifeiYang210/Fall_Detection_dataset. 

Systems for detecting falls are anticipated to be quick. A 

slight delay or error in judgment could have serious 

repercussions. By utilizing a single camera-based system, our 

suggested architecture intends to reduce the computational 

complexity of fall detection and interior monitoring systems 

(we have solely used the dataset’s lateral camera input for 

creation of a customized “Geriatric-2000” dataset). 

Furthermore, we have divided the number of elderly video 

sequences in training and testing set with the ratio of 80 and 

20 percent, respectively. Additionally, we replace the ambient 

sensors with digital fall information gathered via cameras. 

This makes it more appropriate for real-time solutions because 

wearable gadget sensors are quite inconvenient for the user. 

Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the suggested approach, 

and Table 1 provides a summary of the major points taken 

from the human skeleton. 

 

Table 1. Accuracy Comparison Metrics 

 

List of Methodologies 
Accuracy (in 

Percentage) 
The 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN methodology 98.23 

FineKNN 84.21 
Medium KNN 85.09 
Decision Tree 87 

ANN 89.91 
LSTM 90.86 

Bi-LSTM 91.5 
RNN 92.4 

 

4.2 The proposed customized LSTM-CNN enabled 

context-based 3d carevision framework for fall detection 

and classification for elderlies

 

 
 

Figure 6. The proposed context-based CareVision fall detection and fall classification framework 
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A Time Distributed convolution neural network is fed to the 

feature vector. A set of features are arranged sequentially as a 

consequence of the sequence learning issue being solved with 

the help of the Time Distributed wrapper. We employed a 

window with a size of 64 and an overlap with a size of 48 to 

provide input to the CNN input layer. We could give the CNN 

input layer an equalized feature vector in this method. 

Recurrent neural networks (RNN), a class of neural networks 

that are frequently employed for models whose issues are 

characterized by data sequences, including long-term and 

short-term memory networks (LSTM). The common network 

parameters over multiple points of the sequence under analysis 

set these two types of networks apart from other neural 

networks. Each of the output items is influenced by the outputs 

of the preceding elements. The model can consider a sequence 

as a whole rather than just an individual element thanks to the 

special persistence of the characteristics found in the data. In 

conducted experiments, we have added 3 layers, which contain 

a convolution layer and 2 hidden layers, with the kernel size 

of 3x3. RNNs, unlike other networks, make decisions for 

future time slots based on feedback from previous time slot 

activation. Figure 6 depicts the architecture of the proposed 3D 

Context-based LSTM-CNN Enabled Fall Detection and Fall 

Classification approach. As shown in Figure 6, The elderly fall 

video sequences collected from the benchmark L2ei dataset 

and the customized Geriatric-2000 dataset will be fed to the 

3D Open Pose estimation and fall detection methodology, as 

described in Algo. 1. The input elderly fall video sequences 

will be converted into the corresponding 3D human skeleton 

as shown in Figure 3. The 3D Open Pose methodology will 

extract twenty-five human skeleton features such as head, neck, 

elbow, hand, foot, etc. The extracted elderly features will be 

sent to the customized 3D Context-based LSTMCNN-enabled 

CareVision Framework. The extracted elderly fall featured 

will be fed to CNN (Convolution Neural Network) to identify 

whether a fall event has occurred or not. The elderly fall event 

has been termed ADLs in Figure 6. If an elderly fall is detected, 

it will be sent to the corresponding LSTM layers to classify 

elderly falls in various positions: (i) elderly fall in a standing 

position, (ii) Elderly fall in a sitting position, (iii) Elderly fall 

in a bending position, (iv)Elderly fall in a lying position. In the 

proposed study, the velocity threshold and tilt angle threshold 

were set based on the conducted elderly fall experimentations. 

The step-wise procedure of elderly fall classification 

according to various positions is described in Algo. 2. 

 

Algorithm 2 The proposed Context-based 3D CareVision 

Fall Detection and Classification Methodology 

input: Elderly Fall Video Sequences of L2ei and Getriatric-

2000 dataset 

output: Elderly fall in a standing position 

(ElderlyFallstanding) 

or 

Elderly fall in a sitting position (ElderlyFallsitting) 

or 

Elderly fall in a bending position (ElderlyFallbending) 

or 

Elderly fall in a lyingposition (ElderlyFalllying) 

Function: Elderly Fall Position Classfication 

(VideoSequences [EIFallVideoSequnces, ElderlyFallposition]) 

1. Capture the current elderly fall video sequences 

ElderlyFallp 

2. Build LSTM-CNN Enabled Deep Learning Model 

3. Initiate LSTM-CNN Enabled Deep Learning Model 

Training using Elderly Fall Sequences for m=LSTMepoch1, 

LSTMepoch2, ..., LSTMepochn do 

4. Model (n)=Input Pre-Processed Elderly Fall Video 

Sequences 

Compile LSTM-CNN Enabled Deep Learning Model 

model←loss=Categorical Cross Entropy 

model←Metric=Accuracy 

model←Optimizer=Adam 

TrainLSTM−CNN Enabled Deep Learning Model 

model←Dataset 

Store LSTM−CNN Enabled 

Fall Classification Results =Elderly fall in a standing 

position (ElderlyFallstanding) 

or 

Elderly fall in a sitting position (ElderlyFallsitting) 

or 

Elderly fall in a bending position (ElderlyFallbending) 

or 

Elderly fall in a lying position (ElderlyFalllying) 

 

 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

In conducted experiments, we have applied elderly video 

sequences, generated the corresponding 25 3D human skeleton 

joint points, and trained the proposed 3D CareVision LSTM-

CNN Enabled Framework for fall detection and fall position 

classification of elderly as described in Section 4.2. The 

customized LSTM-CNN enabled deep learning model is 

compared with the customized machine learning 

methodologies such as Fine KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors 

Algorithm), Medium KNN, Decision Tree, and customized 

deep learning approaches such as artificial neural network 

(ANN), long short-term memory network (LSTM), and 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which have received 

corresponding accuracy of 84.21, 85.09, 87, 89.91, 90.86, 91.5, 

and 92.4. The customized 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN-

enabled Framework for fall detection and fall position 

classification Framework has achieved an accuracy of 98.23 

percent and a ROC value of 0.96. Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict 

the training and testing accuracy and loss representation of the 

proposed 3D Context-based LSTM-CNN-enabled Fall 

Detection and Fall Classification approach. Figure 9 

represents the ROC curve representation of the proposed 

CareVision, and the customized machine learning 

methodologies such as Fine KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors 

Algorithm), Medium KNN, Decision Tree, and customized 

deep learning approaches such as artificial neural network 

(ANN), long short-term memory network (LSTM), and 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Figure 10, Figure 11, 

Figure 12, Figure 13 represents the fall position classification 

results of the proposed 3D Context-based LSTM-CNN-

enabled Fall Detection and Fall classification approach in 

standing, sitting, bending, and lying positions. Table 1 

describes the metrics comparison of the customized 

CareVision LSTM-CNN framework, with the customized 

machine learning methodologies such as Fine KNN (K-

Nearest Neighbors Algorithm), Medium KNN, Decision Tree, 

and customized deep learning approaches such as artificial 

neural network (ANN), long short-term memory network 

(LSTM), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).
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Figure 7. Training and validation accuracy representation of the proposed 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN enabled framework 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Training and validation loss representation of the proposed 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN enabled framework 

 

 
 

Figure 9. ROC curve representation of proposed 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN enabled framework 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Fall classification results in a standing position 

 
 

Figure 11. Fall classification results in a sitting position 
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Figure 12. Fall classification results in a bending position 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Fall classification results in a lying position 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Elderly Falls can result in severe injuries, including death if 

an elderly person has a “long-life.” As a result, a trustworthy 

fall detection system is needed to send out an emergency fall 

alerts for first aid. Fellow researchers have done scatter 

attempts in designing a complete AI-enabled fall detection 

systems to analyze geriatric fall detection events. However, a 

complete AI-enabled fall detection and fall position 

classification has remained an open research problem. In the 

proposed research work, we have designed a customized 3D 

Context-based LSTM-CNN enabled CareVision framework 

for fall detection and fall position classification for elderlies. 

In conducted experiments, we have applied the widely known 

benchmark dataset “L2ei” and the customized “Geriatric-2000” 

dataset, which contains more than 6000 elderly fall video 

sequences. In the initial stage, the 25 human skeleton features 

are extracted using the customized 3D Open Pose 

methodology. The extracted elderly fall featured will be fed to 

CNN (Convolution Neural Network) to identify whether a fall 

event has occurred or not. If an elderly fall is detected, it will 

be sent to the corresponding LSTM layers to classify elderly 

falls in various positions: (i) elderly fall in a standing position, 

(ii) Elderly fall in a sitting position, (iii) Elderly fall in a 

bending position, (iv)Elderly fall in a lying position. The 

proposed customized 3D Open Pose methodology can detect 

25 human skeleton points. However, the existing human pose 

estimations methods can only detect 12 to 17 human skeleton 

points. For this reason, in the conducted experiments, we have 

designed a customized 3D Openpose methodology. 

Furthermore, the proposed customized LSTM-CNN 

enabled deep learning model is compared with the customized 

machine learning methodologies such as Fine KNN (K-

Nearest Neighbors Algorithm), Medium KNN, Decision Tree, 

and customized deep learning approaches such as artificial 

neural network (ANN), long short-term memory network 

(LSTM), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which have 

received corresponding accuracy of 84.21, 85.09, 87, 89.91, 

90.86, 91.5, and 92.4. The customized 3D CareVision LSTM-

CNN-enabled Framework for fall detection and fall position 

classification Framework has achieved an accuracy of 98.23 

percent and a ROC value of 0.96 and outclassed other machine 

learning and deep learning methodologies. The indicated 

results demonstrate the efficiency and reliability of the 

proposed CareVision Framework for elderly fall classification 

in positions such as standing, sitting, bending, and lying. The 

customized 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN-enabled Framework 

for fall detection and fall position classification Framework 

has outperformed existing methodologies such as, FineKNN, 

Medium KNN, Decision Tree, ANN, LSTM, RNN as 

described in Table 1. 

The proposed 3D CareVision LSTM-CNN-enabled 

Framework can provide approximate fall event alerts in case 

of emergencies. In the future, the proposed fall detection and 

fall position classification framework can be enhanced to 

achieve more accurate fall event description and responsive 

fall alerts. 
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